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Section A

Answer al! questibns
Each qu.estian carrici a weightage of l'

1. Enthalpy of adsorption is a function of surface croverage. wlryt ?

2. Explain the term "surface heterogenei!y'

3. Explain the term'transition state selectivity'

4. Tlre enthalpy of adsorption should not be too large or too small for effective heterogeneous catalysis.

Wtry ?

5. Name two eomrnonly used supports in catalysis. Justiff yo-ur answer-

6. Explain the term'catalyst foulingi.

7. Write one example each for macrocyclic and macrobycyclic ligands.

br catalYsis.8. Explain the term dual phase transf

9. Explain Michaelis Menton constant. what is its significance ?

10. Name the methods of,enzyme immobilization'

11. Explarn the mechanism of sinterihg.

12. What is NOx ? How does it function as a pollutant ?

'a: (12x1=12weightage)
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18' Draw potential energ:r surface ror ptrysisorption and chemisorption. Discuss.
L4' Define isosteric heat of adsorption. How is it measured ?

15. Briefly discuss boundary layer theory of chemisorption by semiconducting oxides.
16' Briefly discuss electronic factors in catarysis by metars.

L7. Briefly discuss kinetics of regeneration of a catalyst.

18. Discuss briefly the mechaniim of enzyme action.

19. what are the mechanis'ns for the deactivation of catalysts ? Discuss.
20. Discusscatalytic conversion of methanol to acetic acid.

2L' Discuss the impoitance of quarternary ammonium salts in phase-transfer catalysis.
22.Discussanyonemethodofdetenniningporosityofacatalyst.

23' Name any twoenvironmental catalysts. Discuss the function of one of them.
24. Li;t the steps invorved in diffirsion controlled reactions. Discuss.

section c 
(8 x 2= l'weightage)

Answer fuio questions.
Each questian carriei a weightage of 4.

25' Derive BET adsorption isotherm. How would you determine surface area of a solid using BETadsorption isotherm.

26' compare Langmuir lrinshel wood mechanism and Rideal mechanism for bimolecular surfacecatalysed reactions. vvsr4r eqrra

27. Discuss Mobil process for the conversion to methanol to gasorine

28' what is Ziegler Natta cataryst ? Discuss its function

(2x4=Sweightage)


